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Lesson 38: 

The Power to See Through the Obstacles 

Let nothing upset you; 

Let nothing frighten you. 

Everything is changing; 

God alone is changeless. 

Patience attains the goal. –St. Teresa of Avila 

 

Thirty-eight weeks into our yearlong program for experiencing true abundance, realizing our 

worthy goals, and finding lasting fulfillment, I would be surprised if an obstacle or two has not 

appeared. One of the strategies for meeting obstacles on our path of awakened living is 

recognizing that obstacles are a natural (and even potentially welcome!) part of the journey. 

Obstacles are natural because we are working with the qualities of nature (the gunas) which are 

always in flux, circumstances beyond our control, and the impediments in our own mind. The 

obstacles in our mental field can be formidable and clearing them up supports our spiritual 

growth, continually orienting us in the direction of truth. This is why obstacles and setbacks be a 

welcome aspect of the process. Without the obstacle, we may not realize how we need to change. 

With it, we are encouraged to reflect and make changes. Recognize that obstacles are natural, 

expect them, and be ready with a strategy to meet them.  

In Lesson 37, we looked at how staying mindful of the purusharthas supports freedom and 

ultimate liberation. In this lesson, we’ll explore how they can help us work through obstacles. 

Dharma requires us to hold a greater vision; artha keeps us in touch with the real measures of 

wealth; kama protects us from too much striving without play; and moksha inspires us to see into 

the nature of things. These four powerful ways to see through obstacles are: to hold a vision 
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greater than your immediate goals; stay in touch with true wealth; remember to play; and 

recognize impermanence.   

Hold a Higher Vision 

I With dharma as our foundation—awareness that our higher purpose is to cooperate with the 

Infinite—our goals are put in perspective. When we have clarity about our higher purpose, the 

goals we set to realize that purpose become adjustable stepping stones. While goals are 

essential, and we must pursue them with vigor, we also must be able to adjust them as more 

information and inspiration arises. For example, because a relationship does not work out is not 

the failure of your higher vision to live with love and experience a loving companion. A loss 

through realization of that goal must be placed in the context of the higher vision. Even though 

loss is usually painful, with faith in the Infinite as our ever-present support and perseverance in 

the dharmic vision for our life, we can see through it, learn from it, and open ourselves to greater 

good. At the juncture of loss or so-called failure, it’s a choice. We can give up on our dream or live 

up to our higher potential.  

The Greatest Measure 

On the way to experiencing greater abundance—whether that wealth is financial, health, 

creativity, or other forms of prosperity—it is not unusual to encounter setbacks. Such setbacks 

can cause us to contract in fear, to panic and think the spiritual practices are not working, and we 

are not going to make it. This is precisely the time that is ripe for changing our mind and not 

caving in. Otherwise, what message are we giving to our self? What is the message we are giving 

to the universe (which is always tuned in)?  

A teaching metaphor from the Zen tradition that I hold dear is this one: If you miss the bus, don’t 

panic. There is always another bus. There are many ways to think of this metaphor—life 
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continually provides; there is always another chance; just wait and the next opportunity will arise 

by itself.  

The goal of artha, or wealth, encourages us to take a comprehensive view of prosperity. This 

comprehensive view has us step back and take stock. We can take a little time to consider the 

breadth and depth of our wealth beyond the constraints of this circumstance. Beyond that 

consideration, we can work through the setback by attending to the greatest measure of our 

wealth which is the value of who or what we are becoming along this prospering path.  

Remember to Play 

As I work hard and pursue my goals, I often think of the saying by the sage Baba Hari Dass: Die to 

win and play for fun. He was known as a tireless worker, as well as a person of great joy and 

dedication to play. Workdays at his ashram would often conclude with a congenial impromptu 

gathering replete with light-hearted conversation and tea, or an equally spontaneous pickup 

game of volleyball or pickle. The outer rhythm he demonstrated revealed a deeper understanding 

about our need to both strive to achieve and to relax and play.  

Kama, the goal of pleasure, raises its hand when we reach an obstacle and reminds us: work hard 

to break through and win, but do not forget to play. Remember to enjoy life. Kama continually 

reminds us of the limits to the time we have here in this body; it is no use to lose your soul’s joy 

along the way. Kama is good for our health and overall well-being and it is often an efficient 

avenue for a breakthrough, too. Have you noticed that when you are working hard and can’t 

seem to find the inspiration or solution you are seeking, if you just move away from it for a time 

and do something simply enjoyable like take a bath, go for a walk, or dance in your living room, a 

breakthrough comes?  
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Recognize Impermanence 

Have you ever heard the fable about the king who asked his advisor on his wedding day to give 

him a gift that would help him remain even-minded in both happy and sad times? The sage 

suggested the king have his wedding ring engraved with the saying: This too will pass. The 

wisdom of the goal of moksha—absolute liberation—steps in to offer the greatest key to seeing 

through obstacles. As the opening quote from St. Teresa reminds us, only God is changeless. 

Everything else is changing. Therefore, take hope. No obstacle can long prevail. It is subject to 

change and in that sense, it is ephemeral. Don’t give it permanent status by investing in it, by 

thinking of it as unchanging, or as the final word on your success. It is not. The final word is 

truth—the unbounded, infinitely creative nature of your being. Trust that to see you through.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


